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To create a successful Window Cleaning business in Sydney, the biggest challenge is finding a
steady stream of new customers. Customers are looking for an excellent service but most
importantly, a place that they trust to find someone to do the job right the first time.

Trust is important but being seen is arguably more important. However it can be very costly to gain
the appropriate online presence to get customers to find you.

Our website finds customers looking for window cleaning services and connects them to you.

So this is how it works:

â€¢	A customer fills in our simple window cleaning Sydney form. This is a form that asks for basic
details, including Trading Name, ABN/ACN, and the regions you would like to receive potential
leads from.

â€¢	Upon signing up, customer job description details and postcode are send to your email or phone.
We only send their job request details to 3 suppliers to start with until a maximum of three (3)
window cleanersâ€™ reply.

â€¢	Window cleaners are only charged a marketing  referral fee when they reply to a customer referral
message and request the customer details.

â€¢	The window cleaner then has the choice to request the contact details of the customer by replying
to that message or email.

â€¢	The customer details are then to you sent immediately after your reply.

â€¢	It is up to you, the supplier, to quote the customer as fast as possible describing window cleaning
services your company is able to provide and possibly other services that compliment their request.

FREE TRIAL PERIOD - FOR A LIMITED TIME. We are providing free customer referrals to service
providers. Note: - This is for a strictly limited time. Service providers will be notified when normal
pricing of referrals resumes.

What information is required when joining up?

Quotes 2 you aim to connect trustworthy window cleaners in Sydney to customers. Getting correct
and reliable information at the sign up stage assists to provide a fast and efficient service to
customers.

Quotes 2 you ask all service providers of window cleaning services in Sydney the following
questions.

What service would you like to receive quotes for?

Make sure you select window cleaning as there are other industries available.

Which area of Sydney will you service?
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It is preferable for customers that the service provider is the best local business because it creates a
feeling of trust. We have broken up Sydney into generally accepted regions to facilitate this.

Business name - Ever business needs a trading name to perform business under. This is not only a
legal requirement but good practice as your brand is very important for people to find you again for
return business.

ABN - To trade in Australia as a business you must have an ABN/ACN. This is to protect the
company and customers.

Contact details - To send you the customer details we must have your contact details. It is a
requirement to give both an email and mobile number.

Terms and conditions â€“ To use the website there are certain rules and expectations both service
providers and customers agree to so that there is mutual understanding.

What method do you want to receive the quotes by?

A service provider can select to have job notifications sent to them by email and SMS text message.
If only one method is preferred by a service provider they can opt out of receiving one or the other.
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